
Furnishers5

www.furnishers5.com

Modular kitchens | Wardrobes | Storages



"We made a gathering place for friends
and family. A place where memories are
homemade and seasoned with love.”
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Welcome to
Furnishers5.
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Formal

Futuristic Flawless

Finest Faith



happy custumers

About our
company

Furnishers5 is one of a kind company that runs most of its opertion
In-house. We are Manufacturer of Modular furniture like Modular
kitchen, wardrobes and storages. 
We are also  have one of the highest customer satisfaction ratio in
terms of customised kitchens and wardrobes. 
Quality, Trust and an eternal relationship that what furnishers5
stands for. 
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45+ 15+ 1000+
Team members years in business



Our specialization?

MODULAR
KITCHEN

MODULAR
WARDROBE

CONSOLE
UNIT VANITIY
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YOUR LOGO



Our mission is to change the traditional Indian
households kitchens and utility furniture into a world-
class hassle-free utility based kitchens and furniture,
that enhance the beauty of the home and where
cooking is not just for empty stomach but for
celebrating the love and togetherness of the family.

Our 
Mission
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Our 
Vision
Our vision is create a better and convienent day to
day life along with aesthetic beauty for a large
number of people in society.
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Some Glimpse of Our Work



Quality means doing it right when no body
is looking.  So, we make sure to choose the
best to build the everlasting trust of our
beloved customers. 
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CHANNEL PARTNERS
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SOME OF THE PRESTIGIOUS PROJECTS IN
WHICH WE SERVE

Satya



We know how much your furniture values to you.
So, we made it with best of our technical know-
how, best-In-class designers, advanced
machineries and with lot of love.

www.furnishers5.com



What our clients say







Contact us

Plot no. 483, Udhyog Vihar Phase-5, Sector-
19, Gurgoan, Haryan-India-122008

info@furnishers5.com
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GURGOAN

DELHI
Plot no.01, First Floor, Matiala Extension,
Dwarka Sector-3, New Delhi-110078

011-40 50 2 444  / 0124- 42 72 516 /        
+91 966 788 3519/  966 788 3557



Thank you
We are looking forward to serve you with the best

quality furniture, and services.

www.furnishers5.com

https://www.facebook.com/furnishers5/
https://www.instagram.com/furnishers5/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCE2wfyaZX5OrGb_Vx_MG0bA
http://https/www,furnishers5.com

